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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a general discrete
regularization framework on weighted graphs
of arbitrary topology. This framework uni-
fies filtering and classification methods and
can be applied on data sets or images. Ex-
perimental results show the abilities of the
proposed algorithm on classical images and
data sets problems and the similarities be-
tween both.

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen an important interest on graph
based differential geometry methods in image process-
ing or semi-supervised learning methods. They use
random walks, diffusions maps or spectral methods
(Coifman et al., 2005; Qiu & Hancock, 2005; Zhou
et al., 2004). Inspired by continuous regularization
of images, a general discrete regularization framework
based on weighted graphs of arbitrary topology is pro-
posed. This framework unifies images and data sets
processing by modeling and solving problems within
graph theory. In this paper, some notations and def-
initions for the proposed general framework are de-
scribed in section 2. In section 3, application results
of this regularization for data sets filtering and clas-
sification problems are shown. Moreover, relationship
between image and data analysis and the benefits they
can gain one to each other are also described.

2. Weighted Graph Regularization
Framework

Let Gw = (V,E) be a weighted graph described by a
set V of vertices (representing for instance image pix-
els, data features, etc.), a subset E ⊆ V × V of edges,
and a weight function w reflecting the dissimilarity be-
tween two vertices of the graph. The graphs are con-
sidered as simple, always connected, undirected, with
no self loops and no multiple edges. Let H(V ) be the

Hilbert space defined on the vertices of a graph Gw.
The regularization of a given function f0 ∈ H(V ) con-
sists in seeking a function f∗ ∈ H(V ) which is suffi-
ciently smooth to respect the graph structure and also
close enough to f0. This discrete minimization prob-
lem can be formalized by:

f∗ = min
f∈H(V )

{∑
v∈V

‖∇f(v)‖p + λ‖f − f0‖2H(V )

}
(1)

where p ∈ [1,+∞] measures the smoothness of the
function over the graph and λ ≥ 0 is the fidelity
parameter specifying the tradeoff between the two
competing terms. The weighted gradient operator
of a function f at vertex v is defined as ||∇vf || =√ ∑

u∼v
wuv(fv − fu)2. The weighted p-Laplace opera-

tor of a function f at the vertex v can be expressed as :
(∆pf)v =

∑
u∼v

wuv(||∇vf ||p−2 + ||∇uf ||p−2)(fv − fu).

Here u ∼ v means that an edge exists between vertices
u and v. For the most frequently used p = 2 case,
the solution of (1) is also the solution of the system of
equations defined as: ∆f∗+2λ(f∗−f0) = 0 which can
be solved by using a Gauss-Jacobi iterative resolution.
The linearized algorithm is defined by, for all v ∈ V :{

f (0) = f0

f
(t+1)
v = (λ +

∑
u∼v

wuv)−1(λf0
v +

∑
u∼v

wuvf
(t)
v )

(2)
For more details, please refer to Bougleux et al. (2007)
and Lezoray et al. (2007).

3. Applications

In this section, application of the proposed algorithm
(2) to filtering and semi-supervised clustering on both
data sets and images fields are exposed.

3.1. Images and Data Sets Filtering

In image segmentation context, image filtering is a well
know important pre-processing step to improve seg-
mentation results. Figure 1 clearly shows the benefits
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Figure 1. From left to right: original image, its segmenta-
tion, filtered image, its segmentation.

Figure 2. Left: original Iris data set, right: filtered Iris
data set (all features pairs projections where Vi denotes a
feature).

of image filtering (accomplished by proposed regular-
ization framework) on segmentation results. Here a
classical watershed segmentation algorithm is used to
segment either the original and filtered images. There-
fore, filtering is of interest to simplify further anal-
ysis. We propose to improve data sets classification
by the same means. Figure 2 shows considered fil-
tering method on the popular multivariate Iris data
set. Table 1 presents classification accuracies with the
well know k-nearest neighbors classifier on both orig-
inal and filtered database. Results clearly show that
filtering efficiently enhances the clustering.

Table 1. Classification accuracies with k-nn classifier (k =
3) using sepal length (V 1) and width (V 2) features in orig-
inal and filtered iris data sets.

Original iris data set 66.7± 0.1 %
Filtered iris data set 93.3± 0.1 %

3.2. Data Sets and Images Semi-Supervised
Classification

Recent years have seen a surge of efficient graph based
label propagation methods. Our approach is used here
for image semi-supervised classification. Starting from
a user labeled image, labeled vertices are propagated
over the graph and unlabeled ones are found by trans-
ductive learning (Zhou et al., 2004). Figure 3 shows a
semi-supervised segmentation result by applying pro-
posed diffusion framework.

4. Conclusion

We have considered a general framework unifying data
sets and images analysis methods. The relationships
between data sets and image fields have been shown by

Figure 3. From left to right: original image, user labeled
image (blue for the background and red for the foreground),
segmentation result (black background).

applying a method from one context to the other to im-
prove results. For instance, data sets filtering as a pre-
processing step can enhance data clustering results and
in the same way data sets classification methods can
be used for image segmentation. As future works, we
plan to extend this regularization framework to other
fields and to combine it to others techniques.
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